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buy it for
dirty paws
Some people buy a Moen with Reﬂex™ for its ﬂexible hose and spray head that
easily retract. Others buy it for its lifetime warranty. You? You bought it to make
Sunny’s bath time a little easier on you both. SEE MORE at MOEN.COM
©2016. See moen.com for limited warranty details.
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Kitchens

• Ideas and inspiration to make your
kitchen a place where family and
friends want to relax and stay awhile
• Trends the pros are seeing and how to
use them in your kitchen
• Amazing kitchen makeovers
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Social Influencer

Snapchat can wait—this charismatic
kitchen knows how to promote real
face time with family and friends
BY SALLY FINDER WEEPIE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL PARTENIO
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WE ENTERTAIN
A LOT, SO THE
KITCHEN NEEDED
TO BE A SPACE
THAT MAKES
PEOPLE SAY: LET’S
SIT DOWN HERE.
—designer Kerith Flynn

L

ooking for the latest in living
rooms? Better look in the
kitchen. The social hub of the
home has moved—and it seems like it’s
there to stay.
That’s certainly the case in the home
of designer Kerith Flynn and her husband, Stephen. After living in a 1990s
home where walls divided the kitchen,
dining area, and family room, the Flynns
were ready for a change. Kerith hatched a
plan with Christine Ranieri, her partner
in Margali & Flynn Designs, to remodel
the Flynn family’s Manhasset, New York,
home. The goal: Create a hospitable hub
that encourages the Flynns’ three children, extended family, and friends of all
ages to congregate and stay awhile.

Step one was to knock down the walls
and get a spacious great room feel. “Once
we opened up the space, the kitchen
became the biggest room in the house,”
Kerith says, “which is perfect because the
kitchen is always where everyone wants
to hang out.”
The airy space draws people in with its
pair of islands—each outfitted with a
sink—and a banquette tucked into a
sunny window alcove just outside the
function-packed perimeter. The kids can
have a snack while their parents cook
dinner, or friends can pull up a bar stool
and help chop veggies and toss a salad. On
party nights, there’s plenty of room for
guests to mingle—with spots to rest a
drink always at hand.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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“We entertain a lot, so the kitchen
needed to be both elegant and casual, a
space that makes people say, ‘Let’s sit
down here,’” Kerith says. “I wanted it to
have a relaxed feel.”
Range wall Muntins on airy glass cabinets and

marble mosaic backsplash tiles inject
interesting pattern and texture into the white
kitchen. A pot-filler faucet means there’s no
need to haul heavy pots of water from the
island to the six-burner cooktop.
Island sink The capacious stainless-steel
farmhouse sink doubles as an ice bucket
when the Flynn family entertains.
Preceding page Designed to comfortably
handle a crowd, the kitchen features a
hardworking perimeter and two islands.
Tucking the microwave into one of the
islands lets kids make a snack without
stepping into the main work zone.

S I M P LY P E R F E C T K I T C H E N

To get the desired vibe, Kerith fused
the transitional elements she loves with
traditional details that suit the home’s
Colonial architecture. A mix of styles and
materials keeps interest high in the large
space. Bright white paneled cabinetry,
crown moldings, and Calacatta marble
countertops mesh with dark quartz-surfacing, stained-wood floors, and sleek,
glimmering metals, including polishedchrome pull-down faucets. “The new
kitchen works with the house while still
feeling a bit contemporary—but not
overly modern,” Kerith says.
With its gorgeous looks and great
function, the kitchen has claimed its
place as the home’s hot spot, where family and friends can’t help but gather. “It’s

beautiful,” Kerith says. “And we love it
even more because it’s a space that’s so
easy to be in.”

Breakfast area Living room-like details include a

metallic drum-shade pendant, patterned fabrics
on the bench and Roman shade, a striped rug,
and comfortable chairs with chic profiles. The
casually elegant space, with robin’s-egg-blue
walls, works equally well for family breakfasts or
formal dinners.
Light fixtures Pendants hanging over each of the
islands provide task lighting as they also mirror
the shape and shimmer of the eye-catching
fixture in the adjacent breakfast room.
Pantry Doors with diamond cutouts add interest
to a pantry cabinet. A built-in shelf works as a
breakfast station or a bar. The unexpected
antique-mirror backsplash lends a bit of subtle
glamour to the utilitarian spot.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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IDEAS FROM A PRO

Kitchen Trends

Industry insider Jim Dove shares what
he’s seeing in today’s designs and how
it’s all making kitchens even better
BY KATHY BARNES

ABOUT THE EXPERT

Principal at Dove Design Studio in Short
Hills, N.J., Jim Dove has designed
award-winning kitchens from California
to Italy. A designer for more than 20
years, he draws inspiration from his
passion for art and architecture.

Modern traditional style

“People like clean, modern spaces, yet most
people still live in traditional homes,” Dove says.
To lighten up, kitchen design is moving toward a
look that combines classic building materials
with clean lines and less ornamentation. “Gone
are the decorative Italianate corbels,” he says.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Stellar materials

With less ornamentation, materials are now
supplying the wow factor—sophisticated
metallic sheens and rich wood species that
make the kitchen mesh with other gathering
areas. “People want designs that look like an
extension of the living room,” Dove says.

IDEAS FROM A PRO

High-function fixtures

Adding a second sink isn’t new, but placing it
within 1 or 2 feet of the range opens options. “If
you love the look of a pot-filler, great,” Dove says.
“Mount it on the wall a couple of feet from the
range—and include a sink—so it does more
than fill a pasta pot.” Touchless faucets are
popular because you never have to touch them
with dirty hands. Dove also likes big,
multifunction sinks in the heart of the kitchen.

Cutting-edge appliances

Tops on Dove’s list is the combination steamconvection oven. Once you taste food cooked
in these ovens, you’ll be sold, he says. At 30
inches wide and half the weight of a traditional
gas or electric oven, a combo steam oven has
the ability to cook with convection heat, steam,
or a combination of the two. “People love them,”
he says. “It’s a really amazing innovation that’s
easy to use and makes perfectly cooked food.”

TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Quartz countertops

This manufactured stone made from ground
natural quartz and resin is tough to beat,
especially with new veined look-alikes of
popular Carrara or Calacatta marbles. (Real
marble, which continues to inspire and frustrate
stylemakers who love the look but not the
inevitable stains, can now be reserved for less
demanding jobs.) Quartz costs about the same
as medium-priced granite.

KITCHEN BEFORE & AFTER

4 Amazing Makeovers

See how these spaces went from dismal to dazzling
BY AMY ELBERT AND SALLY FINDER WEEPIE

1

FINDING BALANCE

Wanted: A welcoming, light-filled
kitchen where the cooks can
comfortably and efficiently prepare a
meal while interacting with guests

BEFORE

This awkward floor plan had the range in
a walled corner niche, which created two
problems. First, there was virtually no
convenient counter space on either side
of the range to set spoons, pans, or food
items when working at the cooktop. Second, the cook had to face into the corner
and away from guests when entertaining.
That was hardly how homeowners Bunny
and Ed Berdick cared to socialize. Darkstained wood cabinets and a worn faux
wood floor also dampened spirits, making the room feel dated and depressing.
Throw in a weird zigzag-shape island,
which provided little storage, and aging
appliances and you had a kitchen that
seemed unbalanced and unattractive.

AFTER

PHOTOGRAPHS: JOHN MERKL

Mother-daughter design duo Catherine
and Justine Macfee reconfigured appliances and fixtures to create a symmetrical layout centered on a 4x10-foot island
with a deep farmhouse sink that allows
for easy socialization while prepping
foods and cleaning up. The country-style
satin-nickel faucet and the stainless-steel
range and refrigerator complement the
limestone countertops and add subtle
sheen to the space. The designers squared
off the room’s slanted corner and moved
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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KITCHEN BEFORE & AFTER

the range opposite the sink. “We focused
on centering the range on that island so it
felt balanced,” Justine Macfee says. Custom cabinets were painted a warm taupe
and slightly distressed for an aged patina.
High-gloss backsplash tiles with a pitted
surface and woven rush bar stools add
texture. “We walked this fine line of having lots of great textures but also cultivating a refined look,” the designer explains.
“We were going for California rustic
meets classic and traditional.”
Honed limestone countertops are finished with a hefty 2¼-inch-thick edge
that is in keeping with the scale of the
room, and the stone’s matte finish provides a nice contrast with the high-gloss
tiles and low-sheen painted cabinets. On
the floors, wide-plank French oak
replaced the wood-look vinyl. “We really
wanted the strength and warmth of that
wood floor,” the designer says, “and we
played around with some natural processes to finish it.”
In the breakfast room adjacent to the
kitchen, a wall-hugging banquette was
custom made to follow the room’s existing curved wall. It’s fitted with cushions
covered in easy-care indoor-outdoor fabric. The bench seats lift for storage, perfect for keeping rarely used dishes such
as Christmas china and a punch bowl. A
rustic table and bistro chairs complete
the cozy sitting niche. “From the banquette, you can socialize with people in
the work area and view the television in
the adjoining family room,” Bunny says.
“We use it every day.”
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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2

FLOOR PLAN FIX

Wanted: Better traffic flow for parties
without sacrificing storage

PHOTOGRAPH: WERNER STRAUBE

BEFORE

When it came to function, this Chicago
kitchen got failing marks from homeowners who love to cook, bake, and entertain. The layout didn’t work for welcoming a crowd—or for storing all the tools a
passionate home cook needs.

AFTER

Improving this kitchen’s floor plan—
without adding to its 19x13 footprint—
was designer Ann Stockard’s goal. First
up: Create a functional work triangle that

let the homeowners prepare meals while
interacting with guests. Stockard got rid
of the old, unsafe island cooktop and the
bulky wall ovens, which opened into the
traffic lane. She replaced them with a prostyle gas range, flanked by countertop
work space on each side.
New white-painted paneled cabinets
on the range wall are topped with twopiece crown molding for a sophisticated
look. Cabinets on the sink wall were
removed to give the modest space some
breathing room. Open shelving provides
storage and display space. A graceful
farm-style sink is paired with a classic
bridge faucet. The backsplash is raisededge white subway tile that makes the
room feel more light, bright, and airy.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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The revamped island, accented with
beaded board and topped with the same
Calacatta marble used on perimeter
counters, provides the perfect spot for
rolling dough, tossing a salad, or setting
out snacks. Guests can gather around,
resting an elbow or a drink as they chat
with the cook. More friends can pile into
the new banquette, just steps away in a
bay window. The bench seat opens to
reveal a cache of holiday dishes. An
armoirelike unit at the end of the banquette serves up wineglass storage, a coffee station, and drawers for table linens.
The now elegant and functional
kitchen makes it easy for the homeowners to flex their culinary muscles and host
those all-important holiday gatherings.

KITCHEN BEFORE & AFTER

3

COLONIAL REVOLUTION
Wanted: Family-friendly function
in a sophisticated package

BEFORE

Competing styles in this Richmond, Virginia, kitchen didn’t exactly mesh with
the Colonial home. Plus, an odd little
island failed to provide much function for
a modern family of six.

AFTER

PHOTOGRAPH: KIP DAWKINS

Designer Steve Berg tweaked the setup of
the existing 16x16 space to turn the awkward kitchen into the hub of this family
home. First, he traded an old cooktop—
and a pair of wall ovens—for a new range
with six burners and double ovens that
let the homeowners cook for a crowd.
The range is crowned with a stately new
hood that soars to the elegant crown
molding. Its paneled style echoes the
white cabinetry, while corbels inject a
classic vibe that suits the Colonial home.
White subway tiles on the backsplash
keep the kitchen bright and modern yet
subtly nod to the original white-painted
brick chimney wall. An unneeded doorway next to the chimney was eliminated,
providing space for a storage-rich base
cabinet that also can serve as a buffet.
A small, inelegant island was bid adieu
in favor of a long, footed version, topped
with richly veined marble. It multitasks
as prep space, baking station, and casual
dining area. A prep sink and two dishwashers in the island supplement the
main sink, a deep apron-front workhorse
paired with a classic bridge faucet. Transom-topped windows usher in abundant
light, supplemented by pendants that
accentuate the home’s traditional style.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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KITCHEN BEFORE & AFTER

4

STEALING SPACE

Wanted: A welcoming space to
entertain plus enhanced storage

PHOTOGRAPH: EMILY JENKINS FOLLOWILL

BEFORE

One of this kitchen’s primary drawbacks
was a lack of natural light. Ironically, an
adjacent laundry room featured two
lovely slope-top windows. An awkward
floor plan required a trip to the laundry
room to get to the pantry. And cabinets
were showing their age, with knots bleeding through the cream-color glaze.

AFTER

The wall between the kitchen and laundry room was eliminated and that space

commandeered for a larger kitchen with
improved access to the existing pantry.
(The laundry room was moved to another
area of the house.) A new range with
stone-and-copper hood and tile backsplash was set between the two windows,
creating a stunning focal point. Soft
curves in the hood, decorative tile inset in
the backsplash, and a bowed island replicate the gentle slope of the windows.
Dishwasher, refrigerator drawers, icemaker, and other appliances are integrated into new white-painted cabinets.
The main refrigerator, a tall dish cabinet,
and the door to the pantry are camouflaged behind custom mirrored panels
with curving lead mullions inspired by a
gate outside the home.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Designer Matthew Quinn maximized
storage space with a new 9-foot-long
island and by taking cabinets to the ceiling. Rather than lining walls with matching cabinets, however, he had two archtop wineglass cupboards made from
salvaged heart pine. The cupboards hang
above a bank of drawers, including one
wired as a charging station for the family’s phones and other mobile devices.
The homeowners frequently entertain, and gaining additional floor space
allows more people to gather in the
kitchen. Integrating appliances into the
new cabinets and bringing more light
into the space makes it a more attractive
and welcoming place for the family and
their guests.

ADVERTORIAL INFLUENCER’S PICKS

CASSIE FREEMAN
HISUGARPLUMSBLOG.COM
“We wanted to update our kitchen while
staying true to the traditional bones of
this house—and not going over budget!
Painting the cabinets brought the space
to the current decade, and adding a
graphic backsplash gave it personality.
Finally, the shiny chrome hardware and
faucet—it’s the Waterhill kitchen faucet
from Moen—added the perfect touch of
bling and femininity!”

MORE PRODUCT PICKS

Waterhill
Kitchen Faucet

Traditional Pot Filler
“Having a dedicated pot
filler would be the best
indulgence for our
kitchen—and even
better, this classic Moen
pot filler in polished
chrome to match the
kitchen faucet would look
absolutely beautiful!”

Lounge Robe Hook
“Moen is known for stellar faucets, but I
also love the gorgeous selection of
bathroom accessories like this robe
hook. It’s amazing the large impact
such small pieces can have on a space!”

buy it for
an escape

Some people buy the Moen Weymouth collection for its classic design.
Others buy Moen for its lifetime warranty. You? You bought Moen for
a more luxurious bath time. SEE MORE at MOEN.COM
©2016. See moen.com for limited warranty details.

Weymouth® Tub Filler

Baths
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• Ideas and inspiration to make your bathroom
a soothing and luxurious private retreat
• Trends the pros are seeing and how to use
them to update your bathroom
• Amazing bathroom solutions

S I M P LY P E R F E C T B AT H

Southern Grace

A renovation gives the 1980s bathroom
in a Charleston home a fresher, prettier
take on soothing luxury
BY AMY ELBERT
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS
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I WANTED THIS
CLASSIC AND
TIMELESS LOOK
BECAUSE THIS IS
GOING TO BE OUR
HOME FOREVER.
—designer Anne Moise

A

vaulted ceiling and a built-in
whirlpool tub were fancy features in the 1980s, but homeowner and
interior designer Anne Moise was ready
for a fresher and prettier take on luxury.
A master bath renovation was on the top
of her to-do list, after she and husband
Mason bought their Low Country-style
home near Charleston.
Although the existing bath was fairly
large, the dark painted walls, a spacehogging whirlpool tub with a deck, and a
steeply pitched vaulted ceiling made the
bath feel cold and unwelcoming. Anne
envisioned a lighter and more classic
retreat with features such as painted
white cabinetry, beadboard wainscoting,
and vintage-inspired faucets—all touches
that were more appropriate to the casual
house style.
Plumbing fixtures remained in the
same locations, which simplified the renovation. First order was replacing the
dated whirlpool tub and deck with a
graceful freestanding soaking tub that is
backed by beaded board wainscoting
painted white. New matching rectangular windows in the bay with deep sills create a balanced backdrop for the sculptural tub. (The previous arched center
window looked out of sync with the rest
of the room’s architectural features.)
Casual woven window shades provide

Vanity The recessed vanity has a dark honed

marble top and footed base. Polished nickel
oval-shape knobs add a modern touch. Mirrors
are inset between wood trim; the end mirrors
hide medicine chests recessed into the wall.
Preceding page The tub introduces sleek curves.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Shower The roomy walk-in shower includes a

contemporary frameless surround, while the
interior, featuring two showerheads, combines
classic tile treatments: subway tile on the walls
and a black-and-white mosaic underfoot.
Storage A built-in linen cupboard with glass
doors and crystal knobs provides pretty yet
practical storage. The stepped-out profile gives
it the look of furniture.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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privacy and add texture and warmth to
the space.
The vaulted ceiling was eliminated
and a traditional flat ceiling installed,
which contributes to the room’s intimate
and inviting feel.
Although the bath remained in the
same basic footprint, the Moises bumped
a few feet into an adjoining study. That
widened the room and gave them space
for a new double-sink vanity with a honed
marble top, plenty of undercounter storage, and a linen closet near the tub that
looks like a piece of freestanding furniture. The vanity snuggles into a niche
with mirrors above that are inset into
wood paneling. Side mirrors open to deep
medicine cabinets that are wired with
outlets for hair dryers and other grooming appliances.
The Moises also annexed a hallway
and part of a master closet to lengthen
the room and gain square footage for a
large separate enclosure for the toilet.
A new frameless glass-wall shower
was installed opposite the vanities and
lined with subway tiles on the two walls
and black-and-white mosaic on the floor.
The timeless styling promises to
endure for years to come and, because
the backdrop is neutral, Anne can easily
update with textures and accessories. “I
wanted this classic and timeless look,”
Anne says, “because this is going to be
our home forever.”

IDEAS FROM A PRO

Bath Trends

Industry insider Janice Pattee shares what she’s
seeing in today’s designs and how it’s all making
bathrooms better
BY RENEE FREEMON MULVIHILL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL DYER

ABOUT THE EXPERT

Janice Pattee CKD, CMG, is the
president of Janice Pattee Design in
Indianapolis, an interior design firm that
specializes in kitchen and bath projects.
She brings more than 28 years of design
expertise to her clients.

Freestanding tubs

These showstoppers are the centerpieces of
today’s bathrooms. “They create a stunning
focal point,” says Indianapolis kitchen and bath
designer Janice Pattee. Classic tubs are still
around but are giving way to sculptural,
streamlined models.
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Nature-inspired colors

There’s a more organic feel to many bathrooms
with a focus on nature-inspired colors and
materials. Instead of cool, spa colors, neutral
shades are in vogue now. “The overall ambience
of the space is calming,” Pattee says, “with a little
warmer color scheme.”

IDEAS FROM A PRO
Twin sinks

Two grooming areas are now a bathroom staple.
The floor plan often dictates whether that
means two separate vanities or one vanity with
two sinks. In addition, more thought is going into
storage at the vanity area, with the traditional
linen closet disappearing in favor of locating
storage near to where grooming essentials are
actually used.
Also, task lighting at the mirror (ideally
sidelights combined with an overhead fixture) is
being carefully planned to enhance the overall
ambient light. Accent lighting in cabinet
toe-kicks or below floating vanity cabinets serve
as soft night-lights.

Easy care

Today’s low-maintenance materials make life
easier. Pattee sees this trend reflected in the
popularity of less ornate, streamlined faucets
that simplify cleaning, large-scale tiles with fewer
grout lines, and floating vanity cabinets that are
easy to clean underneath. Improved sealers for
marble surfaces also reduce maintenance
chores; and water-resistant, scratch-resistant,
and easy-clean porcelain tile is offered in many
designs that mimic the look of stone and wood.
Plus, it works well with foot-friendly radiant
in-floor heating.

TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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Stand-alone showers

The tub/shower combo is becoming a thing of
the past. More people are installing separate
units when space allows—and bigger is better.
“Larger showers are a must have, with some
form of multiple showerheads,” Pattee says,
often a standard showerhead plus a handheld
one, and/or a rain-style showerhead. Also
popular, especially in new construction, are
zero-threshold showers, where the floor
seamlessly continues throughout the bath.
These open, airy showers are often teamed with
linear drains that virtually disappear.

B AT H S O L U T I O N S

4 Simply Perfect Bath Ideas
Find inspiration that suits the way you live
BY SALLY FINDER WEEPIE AND AMY ELBERT

1

DOUBLE VANITY

PHOTOGRAPHS: (TOP) JOHN GRANEN, (BOTTOM) EMILY JENKINS FOLLOWILL

Here’s the key to a hassle-free morning: a
pair of high-function vanities. Outfit your
bath with two get-ready zones, and you’re
practically guaranteed to get your day off
to a good start.
Plan your sink strategy according to
your room’s footprint. If you have a long
wall, especially in a narrow room, sideby-side basins work best. That doesn’t
have to mean one bulky and boring
stretch of cabinetry, however. In the bath
at top left, a vintage-style double washstand with exposed plumbing keeps an
airy attitude. At the same time, a lower
shelf provides storage space, keeping
plenty of fresh towels in easy reach. A
shallow backsplash, snuggling just underneath the window, guards the wall against
stray splashes. Oversize subway tiles
keep the bath white, bright, and gleaming
while they contrast with mosaic-tile
floors. Polished-chrome faucets add to
the room’s glamorous shimmer.
In a wider room, consider siting your
vanities on opposite walls. Vanity cabinets
in the bath at bottom left are mirror
images of each other, providing pleasing
symmetry. Closed cabinets keep bath
necessities out of sight but close at hand.
Brushed-nickel finishes on faucets and
hardware imbue quiet sophistication in
the clean, white space. Wall-mount
sconces and mirror frames also bring in
the subtle shimmer of nickel while providing great practicality. It’s a snap for both
spouses to greet the day looking great.
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2
KIDS’ BATH

PHOTOGRAPHS: (TOP) WERNER STRAUBE; (BOTTOM) JEAN ALLSOPP

Forget fights over the faucet. A cast-iron
wash sink with two faucets solves at least
some of the turf wars that arise when two
kids share a bathroom. A jolt of color on
the wall-mounted lav makes it even more
fun. Pair it with a mirror and twin sconces
that suit your style.
A tub/shower combination works well
in a small kids’ bath or guest bath. In the
bath at top left, both walls and the tub
surround are covered in bright and shiny
white tile that’s a snap to clean. And using
a shower curtain rather than glass doors
means no fingerprints. Contrast the navy
blue of the sink with an energizing orange
accent wall. It’s like a burst of sunshine
even on cloudy days.
A walk-in shower, bottom left, is
another good option in a kids’ bath, especially one that’s slim on square footage.
Contrast white tile walls with a patterned
tile on the floor for a sophisticated, fun
look that gains even more impact when
you create a “chair rail” above the sink
using the patterned, colored tile. All
together, it makes for a kids’ bath that
you’re also happy to open to guests.
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3
NICHE BATH

PHOTOGRAPHS: (TOP) EMILY JENKINS FOLLOWILL, (BOTTOM LEFT) RYANN FORD, (BOTTOM RIGHT) WERNER STRAUBE

Sinking into a soothing warm bath is one
of life’s little luxuries. Create the perfect
retreat environment by setting a tub into
a niche or alcove. Niche tubs offer a sense
of intimacy and privacy within a larger
room. As an architectural feature, they
elevate a tub to focal-point status, particularly when topped with a barrel-arch
ceiling, surrounded by decorative windows, or when trimmed with elegant
wood panels or a tile backsplash.
Enhance the tub’s showpiece status
with a glamorous tub filler mounted on
the deck or wall. Add a handheld personal
shower as well, perfect for rinsing youngsters. A niche tub’s wide deck is handy for
sitting when getting in and out of the tub
and if you’re bathing children. It’s also
ideal for creating your own mini spa, with
space to set soaps, washcloths, towels,
candles, and even wineglasses for a truly
indulgent experience.
Worried about windows and privacy?
Don’t be. Decorative window treatments
are available in dozens of materials and
style options, including faux-wood vinyl
blinds and shutters, water-resistant
woven fibers, and Roman shades fashioned from water-resistant indoor-outdoor fabrics. Frosted, ribbed, or opaque
glass also afford some privacy.
Air-jet and other tubs with mechanical functions are particularly well suited
to a niche installation. The mechanics
can be concealed and accessed behind
removable front panels. So sit back and
enjoy your own spa moment every day.
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4

OUTDOOR SHOWERS

PHOTOGRAPHS: (LEFT) ROB BRINSON, (RIGHT) JEAN ALLSOPP

Sandy feet, meet your new best friend.
When your house is near the beach—or
just in the vicinity of some serious mud
puddles—an outdoor shower can be a
secret weapon to stop grit and grime
before it gets to the front door—and into
your living areas.
The solution can be as simple as a
shower niche tucked up against the
house, as shown above.
Or you can go all out. At the house
shown at left, a bathroom tucked under
the eaves boasts not only a wall-mount
outdoor shower but also a handheld
showerhead that’s easy for a small fry to
use. Plus, it’s great for rinsing off Rover
before he makes a dive for the sofa.
And this homeowner didn’t stop at a
shower. Including a sink and toilet in the
outdoor room means everyone can keep
enjoying a day of fun in the sun without
ever needing to head indoors.
Chrome faucets and showerheads
coordinate with hooks that offer a handy
place to hang a towel, swimsuit, or beach
bag. A classic lantern overhead keeps the
beach party going after dark—and its
sassy color matches the youthful energy
of the space. Underfoot, a stone floor
stands up to any weather.
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ADVERTORIAL INFLUENCER’S PICKS

ANNA MOSELEY
ASKANNAMOSELEY.COM

“Our bathroom remodel was something I
had dreamed about since the day we
moved into our house. Our old bathroom
was open to our bedroom (there was no
wall to divide the two—it was so weird),
and it was cramped and outdated, with
mauve tiles and brass hardware. When
we started the project, we gutted the
entire bedroom/bathroom and started
from scratch. It was fun designing our
new bathroom because it was a clean
slate. I didn’t want the bathroom to go
out of style in a few years, so I went with
really traditional, timeless features like
marble floors and traditional Moen
hardware, including the Weymouth
bathroom suite and tub filler. Of course
I had to add in a little bling too, so
there’s a chandelier over the tub and
a window in the shower with a view
of the mountains.”

MORE PRODUCT PICKS

Weymouth
Tub Filler

Brantford Kitchen Faucet
“I love the Moen Brantford
kitchen faucet and actually
have it in my kitchen. It’s a
beautiful, traditional piece
that’s also very functional. I also
LOVE that it’s spot-resistant
because it never looks dirty.
I actually have to remind myself
to clean it!”

Traditional Soap Dispenser
“The Moen traditional soap
dispenser speaks for itself—
it’s the most beautiful soap
dispenser I’ve ever seen! It’s
like eye candy. It’s easy to
use, easy to refill, and the
spot-resistant coating keeps
it looking clean.”

Checklists & Resources
KITCHEN PLANNING
As you’re planning your new kitchen, keep
these factors in mind.

BATHROOM PLANNING
As you’re planning your new bathroom, keep
these factors in mind.

c Think it through Consider how you will use your

kitchen. Do you want it to be the center of family life?
A place for entertaining? A chef’s paradise? Spend time
setting your goals and determining what style, layout, and
features you want in your space.
c Enlist the help of a designer Once you have ideas
about the scope of your kitchen remodel, take your plans
to a designer who will review your space, plans, and goals.
Talk about the people in your home, how you use your
room, and how you cook.
c Set a budget Identifying how much you will spend
before you begin allows your creative team to deliver your
dreams without the aftershock of unplanned overages.
c Hire your team Interview recommended builders. Your
designer may suggest you work with a specific contractor
who has experience with similar jobs.
c Choose products Many product decisions naturally
follow after budgeting for your project. Your designer has a
to-the-trade network of resources that will help you get a
personal look.
c Make it happen The contractor will work through
demolition and rebuild the room. New products will be
installed—flooring, cabinetry, fixtures, lighting, plumbing,
and appliances. If your project is a remodel, be prepared
for the disruption it will have on your lives. Have a plan in
place for seeing the project through to its completion,
when you’ll be able to enjoy your dream kitchen.

c Budget Before you start a project figure out how much

you can spend; then decide what your priorities are and
put your money there. For example, don’t spend money
on expensive tile if it’s going to be hidden by a shower
curtain, suggests Janice Pattee, an Indianapolis-based
kitchen and bath designer. Keep in mind that installation is
a relatively fixed cost, so try to save money on material
selection if needed.
c Bathroom users If it’s a bathroom for children,
consider adjusting vanity height and make sure you place
storage within reach. Incorporate grab bars and other
safety features. There are many stylish options that
protect against falls for young and old. Consider installing a
single-lever faucet that will be easier to operate than a
model with separate hot and cold handles, and be sure to
include adequate task lighting in grooming areas.
c Clearances Pattee recommends following the
bathroom design guidelines developed by the National
Kitchen & Bath Association. Allow at least 30 inches
of space in front of the shower, and allow at least 36x66
inches of space for a toilet compartment.
c Privacy If more than one person will be using the
bathroom at the same time, consider including a separate
toilet compartment or a privacy wall near the toilet.
c Resale value Tempted to take out the tub to make way
for a larger shower? That’s OK—if there is a bathtub in a
different bathroom, Pattee advises.

Additional resources

Visit our kitchen center:
traditionalhome.com/kitchens
Check out our kitchen planning guide:
traditionalhome.com/kitchen-planning-guide-splash
See our best before-and-after kitchens:
traditionalhome.com/BAkitchens
Get design ideas for white kitchens:
traditionalhome.com/whitekitchens
Visit our bath design center:
traditionalhome.com/tag/bathroom-design
TH Simply Perfect Kitchens & Baths 2016
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HIGH PERFORMING STYLE
Today’s most successful kitchens combine elegance with efficiency. And, when it comes to
sink trends, the emphasis is on function. Sleek, high-performance components that combine
sophisticated design while delivering an enjoyable experience is the ultimate design find.

Here are a few ideas on how to make the big impact with not so small details:

1

Mix it Up

No matter your style, try adding
one or two industrially chic
items that pack a powerful,
visual punch. Modern faucets
and accessories from Moen
can imbue a contemporary
accent to even the most
traditional kitchens looking
for a fresh touch.

2

Simple is Stylish

Accessories play a big role
in establishing the style of a
kitchen. Clean lines make a
simple and stylish statement.
Moen offers matching and
complementary accessories
to create a complete kitchen.

3

Think Sleek and Striking

Don’t be fooled by the simple
lines of the Align Spring Faucet
by Moen. This understated
elegance comes with Power
Clean™ technology, which
contains splashing and
minimizes messes. Now, you
can clean dishes faster while
reducing the amount of residual
water in and around the sink.
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“Now, cleaning up messes at the kitchen sink is simplified. Power Clean™
has the spray force you desire without the worry of unnecessary splashing.
Peanut butter, tomato sauce and other tough-to-rinse foods
are no match for this powerful spray.”
Tom Tylicki, Moen Sr. Product Manager
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THE INTERSECTION OF

FASHION + FUNCTION

W

hen it comes to our wardrobe, it’s important to be
comfortable and at ease while also projecting our personal
style. Whether it’s a chic but simple dress to take you from
the office to a dinner date, or a great pair of heels that can
be dressed up or down, functionality + style is the equation
that always delivers.
And the same philosophy can be applied to our homes.
Think you have to sacrifice style and beauty if you want
function? Think again, especially when it comes to a whole
bathroom refresh. If you, like many homeowners, are
feeling overwhelmed by out-of-date décor in your bath, but
aren’t quite ready to commit to a complete remodel, you can
still make a statement with simple, affordable upgrades to
faucets, fixtures and complementary accessories.

The perfect example of fashion and function is
Moen’s Wynford™ collection. Inspired by time-honored
sensibilities, this modern take on traditional design sets
Wynford apart. With faucets that feature an updated, clean
look and high arc design, the Wynford Collection also
offers coordinating accessories to give your bath an instant
update, and transform even the most utilitarian towel ring
into a thoughtfully-curated accent.
With Moen’s innovative and versatile M-PACT® common
valve system, the Wynford Collection faucets can be
updated in the future without replacing any plumbing, so
you can easily change up your style.
To see how to add style to your home, visit Moen.com.

SMALL SPACES CALL
FOR BIG ATTENTION TO
DETAIL. In a room where
tile and cabinetry take up
valuable real estate, it’s the
little things such as stylish
towel bars, tank levers and
shower corner baskets
that truly elevate your bath.

A NEW APPROACH
Coordinating fixtures
and accessories is
easier than you think.
Moen’s “Complete Bath”
with matching and
complementary
accessories takes the
guesswork out of pulling
your style story together.
DIFFERENT FINISHES, DIFFERENT MOODS.
Whether you’re looking for a sleek look with Chrome
finish, or evoking a more traditional sensibility with Oil
Rubbed Bronze, whatever you choose helps set the
tone for overall style of your bath.
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“Wynford™ is a relaxed traditional design: Elegance without fuss.
The sweeping forms of handle hubs and spout coupled with the undercut
at the bottom give the illusion of the faucet floating.”
- Chris Gilbert, Moen Principal Designer

